**Investing for the Future**

The good news is women are better savers. According to Fidelity company data on investors, women save more than men. However, we have trouble being proactive with those savings, such as investing it. Let’s face it, our mothers didn’t teach us about investing. The household budget and shopping were the conversations if there were any about money, and it hasn’t helped that the financial industry has long been dominated by men for years.

Most women I know thoroughly research doctors, dentists, complex tests, services, systems, school districts, and clothing sales. Invest research? They find it boring or they don’t know where to start.

An initial simple step you can take is finding out if your company has a retirement plan and reviewing your investment options within the company.

What if your profession or company does not offer retirement benefits? Here’s a radical suggestion: consider a new job with the long-term in mind. For example, women in education earn less than other college-educated women during their careers but have the highest retirement income. Why? Many teachers have defined pensions; they continue to receive them until death. Teachers often define their money. Her financial advice and investing were the conversations if there were any about money, and it hasn’t helped that the financial industry has long been dominated by men for years.
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Those navigating a divorce need to think about retirement. Understandably, many women just want to move on and get out of the relationship. But these women need to negotiate retirement benefits as well as child custody, immediate cash, and other issues. Partners are entitled to share in each other’s retirement accumulated during a marriage. An experienced lawyer can explain the state law on this subject.

**Gathering Information**

Use your hard-earned confidence in other areas to overcome any inhibition. Kuiper also refers to the subject. Remove “math anxiety” from your vocabulary and your own self-imposed barriers. There are a host of software programs that do the numbers for you. Calculations can be done on many management programs from Quickers to Money Dance.

So really, all you have to do is stop worrying and put that time and intention into improving your knowledge. Start with the US Department of Labor’s website: www.dol.gov/eha/publications/html/planning.html.

Another excellent online resource is Women’s Institute for a Secure Retirement (WISER) at www.wisewomen.org. Not a fan of online? Go to the library and check out resources from books to magazines to free seminars.

Consider consulting experts who will help you make sense of your information. Their job is to match your goals to your resources.

As you learn and strive toward your future, live within your means today. Learning to do this now will help you save more money for your future and also provide a basis for good financial habits during retirement. Retiring without debt will make your income go that much further. Once you spend some time with your financial information and goals, you will have a better understanding and know what else you need.

Planning for retirement can be stressful for everyone—men and women. Conversations help us process and make decisions. Talk to friends and professionals—anyone can learn from this topic. Just remember to take your own counsel.

You are part of the independent, educated, and self-reliant women who have gained much in the past century. You can create a plan to sustain you in your retirement years—perhaps even to your 100th birthday!

C.D. Moriarty writes from Bristol and is a financial speaker and coach dedicated to empowering others around their money. Her financial advice and information are at www.MoneyPeace.com.
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